
Mu-so 2nd Generation

The wireless speaker system that 
excels with music and TV



Exceptional wireless speaker systems

Upgrade to a better-class experience of the music, radio, podcasts and 
TV you love, with the award-winning Mu-so 2nd Generation family of 
wireless speaker systems.  Authentic audio expertise combines with the 
latest music-streaming tech, exquisite build quality, delightful usability 
and a striking design that suits both classic and contemporary interiors. 

Choose from the mighty Mu-so 2nd Generation or the more compact 
Mu-so Qb 2nd Generation. Both sound excellent on their own or 
awesome in a multiroom music set-up – all with easy App control. 
Change up the look of your Mu-so with our range of special edition 
finishes and grille colour options.

Introducing the 
Mu-so 2nd Generation family



Listen to more music  
than ever before Spotify ®

Connect

Superlative build quality and beautiful design; built-to-last from burnished 
aluminium with illuminated accents and woven speaker grille.

Your favourite music services built-in. Direct streaming from Spotify Connect, 
TIDAL, Qobuz & internet radio. And, you can transform your TV sound with a 
simple HDMI connection, too. 



Stream the same song in beat-perfect sync or play 
different music in different rooms. Group with other 
Naim players and systems at the touch of a button, 
any AirPlay 2-compatible wireless speaker or with 

Chromecast built-in devices.

Naim App

Access all your music including favourite radio 
stations, streaming services and playlists, explore 
artist discographies and biographies, and update 
your system wirelessly with a single tap.

“It’s the standard bearer and best sound we’ve 
yet heard from a wireless speaker”  – Which?“The sound it produces matches a full hi-fi system that 

can succeed in a large room with ease” – Forbes



Naim Mu-so for Bentley 
Special Edition

Naim Mu-so for Bentley 
Special Edition

Celebrating our partnership with Bentley Motors, 
we have crafted this special edition Mu-so system, 
offering all the features a high-end music streaming 
lover could dream of, plus a sonic boost for your TV.

With unique design, the first ever Mu-so with a wooden 
finish, crafted from Ayous, a sustainable African hardwood. 
Built to last for the Bentley Collection with copper colour 
accents directly referencing key trim and brightwork 
aspects of latest Bentley Motors design DNA.
 

FOR

"Naim and Bentley’s latest collaboration 
oozes with class and elegance." - GQ



Mu-so and Mu-so Qb come with a classic black 
Naim speaker grille. There are also three additional 
colours to choose from to help complement your 
living space and style. 
 
Choose from Olive, Terracotta or Peacock to make 
your Mu-so system stand out even more. Swapping 
speaker grilles is an easy clip-on clip-off process 
that takes seconds.

naimaudio.com

Personalise


